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1. Introduction. The object of the present paper is the introduction of a new

class of commutative Hubert algebras. These algebras are distinct from those

produced by a number of variations of the original axioms of an T7*-algebra given

by W. Ambrose [1], [2]. The structure theorems obtained in the previous modifica-

tions give decompositions of the algebra into orthogonal subspaces, each of which

is a minimal left ideal. In the commutative case, these result in an orthogonal basis

for the space consisting of minimal, usually selfadjoint, idempotents. By adopting

a different set of axioms, the present author determines a more general set of

commutative T7-algebras in which the direct sum decomposition is not necessarily

an orthogonal one. The set {e¡} of minimal idempotents which appear need neither

be selfadjoint nor orthogonal, but rather make up the elements of a Fischer-Riesz

system, a concept introduced by N. Bary [3]. A brief summary of the theory of

Bary's is given in §4.

This paper obtains structure theorems for three different formulations of the

axioms. §2 discusses the concept of a regular algebra in which the fundamental

assumption is that every maximal modular ideal R have a complementary ideal. §3

introduces the concepts of an adjoint algebra and of a dual adjoint algebra. An

adjoint algebra is an algebra with two binary operations which permit the appearance

of nonselfadjoint idempotents in the commutative case. A dual adjoint algebra is an

algebra with two inner products which again permit the occurrence of nonself-

adjoint idempotents. §4 gives a brief summary of the concepts of Bessel system,

Hubert system, and Fischer-Riesz system introduced by N. Bary. It also contains

a basic example of a more general type of TT-algebra than the standard TT *-algebra.

The symbols {ej, {g¡}, (/=1,2,...), are used to denote the elements of a

biorthogonal system in a Hubert space TT. The symbols (et) and [e¡] denote

the linear hull and the closed linear hull respectively of the set of vectors {et},

(/= 1,2,...). All of the algebras which appear in this paper are semisimple, com-

mutative TT-algebras, although this condition is not always expressly stated.

The continuity in multiplication is given by the existence of a constant K such that

\\xy\\ Ú K\\x\\ \\y\\.
All of the Hubert spaces which appear as underlying spaces of the algebras are

assumed to  be separable.  This convention is used  primarily for notational

convenience.
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2. Complemented algebras. All of the Banach algebras considered in §2 are

semisimple, commutative 77-algebras. An algebra A is regular if every maximal

modular ideal 7? of A is complemented, i.e., there exists an ideal 7 of A such that A

is the direct sum R +1.

lemma 2.1. Every maximal modular ideal R of a regular algebra A has associated

with it a unique minima) idempotent e and a unique multiplicative element g. An

element xe A is in R if and only if either ex is the zero vector or (x, g) is the zero

complex number. For every pair x,ye A,

(2.01) (xy, g) = (x, g)(y, g),       and      ex = (x, g)e.

Proof. The difference algebra AjR is isomorphic to the complex numbers so that

the natural mapping « of A onto AjR can be regarded as a linear functional on A.

Since R is closed, « is a bounded linear functional. Thus there exists a unique

element g e A so that «(x) and (x, g) are equal for every xeA. Since « is a

homomorphism of 77,

(2.02) (xy, g) = n(xy) = n(x)n(y) = (x, g)(y, g)

for every x, y e A. This unique g is called the associated multiplicative element of R.

Note that if e is any idempotent, then

(2.03) (e,g) = (e2,g) = (e,g)2

so that (e, g) must be either one or zero.

There exists at least one ideal 7 complementary to R. Since 7 is isomorphic as a

vector space to AjR, it must be a one-dimensional minimal ideal of A. The idem-

potent generator e of 7 is a minimal idempotent of A. If 7 and 7' are distinct

complementary ideals of 7? with idempotent generators e and ë respectively, the

product eë must be zero. Consequently,

0 = (eë,g) = (e,g)(ë,g).

It follows that either e or ë must be contained in R, a contradiction. Therefore the

complementary minimal ideal Z and the minimal idempotent generator e are

uniquely determined by the maximal modular ideal R.

Note that ex must be a multiple -ne of e for any xe A. Since (e, g) is one, we

see that

(2.04) ex = (x, g)e.

A slight variation of the above argument gives the

Lemma 2.2. Every minimal idempotent e of a regular algebra A is the idempotent

associated with some maximal regular ideal R of A.

We emphasize the useful fact that ex is zero for a minimal idempotent e if and

only if (x, g) is zero for the associated multiplicative element g, i.e., if and only if x

is an element belonging to the corresponding maximal regular ideal R.
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Lemma 2.3. Let {F„}, {e„}, {g„}, (n e P), denote the set of all maximal modular

ideals, associated minimal idempotents, and associated multiplicative elements

respectively of a regular algebra A. Then

(en, gn')  —  L IT  = it',

(2.05)
=   0, IT   7¿   IT'.

This lemma is merely a restatement of the preceding two. Nevertheless, it points

up the important fact that the two systems {gn} and {eK} form a biorthogonal

system for a regular algebra A. It follows immediately from semisimplicity that the

system {g„} is complete.

Lemma 2.4. A regular algebra A contains at most a countably infinite number of

distinct maximal regular ideals whenever A is a separable Hilbert space.

Proof. The set AT of multiplicative elements {gn} is a part of a biorthogonal

system. By a result of S. Levin [7], no element g of M is contained in the closed

linear hull [g'], (g' 6 AT, g'^g). Let the elements of M be labelled with the members

of a well-ordered set F, i.e., let

M = {gn:ireP}.

By induction, there exists an orthonormal set {un : n e P} such that for every 77' £ F

{[gn] : ir < it'} = {[u„] : it < it'}.

The set {un : it e P} must be countable which establishes the lemma.

Lemma 2.5. Every nonzero ideal I of a regular algebra A contains a minimal

idempotent.

Proof. If I contains no minimal idempotent ex ; then e¡x must be zero for every

minimal idempotent e¡ and every x in I. It follows that I is the zero ideal, a

contradiction.

Lemma 2.6. Every finite-dimensional ideal I of a regular algebra A is complemented,

i.e., there exists a closed ideal J such that A is the direct sum I+J.

Proof. Observe that every minimal idempotent e of A either belongs to T or else

ex is zero for every x of T. Since the set F of minimal orthogonal idempotents of A is

finitely linearly independent; only a finite set, say {e¡}, (i= 1,..., n), of minimal

idempotents is contained in T. Denote by En the idempotent ex+ ■ ■ ■ +en of I.

Every x in A can be written

(2.06) x = Enx + (x-Enx).

If y denotes x-Fnx, then ety is zero for every et contained in I. It follows that

when x belongs to T, e¡y vanishes for every e¡ in A, implying that y is zero. Hence

every x of T can be written

(2.07) x = Enx = (x, gx)ex + ■ ■ ■ +(x, gn)en.
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Thus 7 is the linear hull (e¡), (et e I). The set of all y such that e(y is zero for et in 7

is a closed ideal J containing all elements of the form x — Enx where x is any

element of A. It follows that A is the direct sum I+J.

In the case of 77*-algebras, orthogonality enables one to extend this lemma to

any proper closed ideal of A. We recall that the socle of any commutative algebra

A, Banach or not, is the algebraic sum of the minimal ideals of A.

Lemma 2.7. The socle of a regular algebra A is dense if and only if every proper

closed ideal I of A is contained in a maximal regular ideal R of A.

Proof. Suppose the socle (et), (i= 1, 2,...), is dense in A. If 7 is a proper closed

ideal, then there exists a minimal idempotent e¡ not contained in 7. Consequently,

e¡I is the zero ideal and 7 is contained in 7?¡. Let every proper ideal 7 of A be con-

tained in a maximal regular ideal R of A. Then since [e,], (/= 1, 2,...), is a closed

ideal not contained in any maximal regular ideal R, it must coincide with A.

The structural analysis of 77*-algebras proceeds via the route of orthogonal,

complete reducibility. At each stage, one is presented with a direct sum decomposi-

tion I+J where xe I, y ej imply that (x, y) is zero. Any Hubert algebra A is said

to be well separated if, whenever A is the direct sum I+J of closed ideals 7 and /,

there exists a constant k, with 0 < k < 1, such that xe I, y ej imply

(2.08) \(x,y)\èk\\x\\\\y\\.

Theorem 2.8. Let A be a well-separated, regular algebra in which every proper

closed ideal is contained in a maximal regular ideal. Then there exists a basis of

minimal idempotents, {e¡}, of A and two sequences of positive numbers, {dt} and {Dt},

(i—l, 2,...), such that

dx\xx\2+---+dn\xn\2+----è |*ií?i +•••+*»<?»+••• Il2

^ Z)1|x1|2+---+Z)n|x„|2+-.-

for every element x^-f- • • • +xnen+ ■ ■ ■ of A. Furthermore, there exists a con-

tinuous homomorphism of an H *-algebra HY into a dense subset of A anda continuous

homomorphism of A into an H*-algebra H2.

Proof. Denote by E the set of all minimal idempotents of A. Let {u¡} he an

orthonormal set of A such that

(2.09) {(«?,), i - 1,..., m) = {(Ui), i=l,...,m}

for every m. Since the socle is dense, it follows that the set {m¡} is an orthonormal

basis of A.

For each positive integer «, let In and En denote the ideal (e¡), (i = 1,..., ri), and

the idempotent ex+ ■ ■ ■ +en respectively. According to Lemma 2.6, A is a direct

sum In+Jn of closed ideals. Consequently, any zeA can be written x+y with

x g Zn, y g Jn. It follows that

||z||2 = (l-fc)(||x||2+|M|2).
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Also

||z||2^(i+/0(||x|2+|M|2).

Finally,

(2.10) a(||x||2+H|2)^ ||z||2^Z»(||x||2+bl2)

where 0< l-k=a< l<l+k = b. If c2(l — fe) is one, then

(2.11) \\Enz\\ ï c\\z\\.

Thus the projections of the set {F¡}, (/= 1, 2,...), are uniformly bounded by the

number c.

Now, given any x in A and any positive number e, there exists an integer TV

such that if

xn = (x, ux)ux + ■ ■ ■ +(x, un)un,

then

||x —Xn||   < e/(l+c)

for n greater than TV. Note that equation (2.09) implies that xn e Ir whenever r

exceeds n. Now for N<n<r, we have

||x—Frx|| ^ ||x —xn|| + ||xn —Frx||

(2.12) - \\x-xn\\ + \\Er(x-xn)\\

^ ||x-xn|| + c||x-xn||

<   E.

Thus the sequence {E¡x}, (j= 1,2,...), where

(2.13) F,x = (x, gx)ex + ■ ■ ■ + (x, g^e¡

converges to x for every xe A. Consequently, the set E of minimal idempotents

is a basis of A.

Repeated applications of inequality (2.10) lead to the following inequality,

(2 14)      lXl|2alleil|2+"-+W2fln|W|2=   I^el+"-+^n||2

ú |x1|2/»||e1||2+--- + |xn|2/»«||en||2.

Define two new sequences, {dt} and {I>(}, by means of

(2.15) di = a'hll2,    A = ¿»'hH2,   (i = 1, 2,...).

Equation (2.14) asserts that given a sequence {xn} such that

(2.16) T)1|x1|2+---+T3n|xn|2+---

converges, then there exists an x in A given by

(2.17) x = xxex-\-+xnen+ ■ ■ ■.
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Furthermore, it states that if some x in A is given by equation (2.17), then the

series

(2.18) dx\xx\2+---+dn\xn\2+---

converges.

These results are quite similar to the standard ones for semisimple, commutative

77*-algebras. The 77*-algebras are distinguished by the fact that the two sequences

{d¡} and {D¡} coincide, due to the orthogonality conditions on the minimal

idempotents. We are now able to define a continuous homomorphism of an

77*-algebra 77x into a dense subset of A and a continuous homomorphism of A

into an 77*-algebra 772.

Let 77i denote an 77*-algebra with a sequence of minimal selfadjoint idempotents

{j¡} satisfying the conditions that

WsA2 = D

If

(2.19) x = XxSx~\-+xns„+---

denotes any element of Z7j, then

||v||2   _   |v   12   f)     i    .,,   i   |Y   12   r)     i...
|| X ||      —   | Xj |     L>x + T | Xn |     L>n ■+■

The multiplication in 77i satisfies a condition of the form

(2.20) \\xy\\ S K'\\x\\ \\y\\

for every x, y e 77j. The mapping T which makes the element x of equation (2.19)

correspond to

T(x) = xxex H-r-xnen+ • ■ •

is a continuous homomorphism of Hx into A. Since the Im F includes all elements of

the form, Xxex+ ■ ■ • +xnen, the Im F is dense in A. The construction of 772

should be clear.

An equation such as equation (2.20) implies that 1/7C:£ ||e|| for an idempotent e

of an algebra A. However, there is no result in the theory of 77*-algebras bounding

the norms of the minimal selfadjoint idempotents of the algebra. Nevertheless, an

77*-algebra is somewhat pathological when there is no uniform bound for these.

Call a sequence {xn} admissible with respect to the basis {vt} if x^-l- • • • +xnvn+ ■ ■ ■

converges. For Z7*-algebras with bases of uniformly bounded minimal idempotents

{vt}, the sequence {xn} and {xp(n)} are either both admissible or both inadmissible,

for any permutation p of the integers. An algebra A with a basis of minimal

idempotents {e¡} is homogeneous if it enjoys this property. I. M. Gel'fand [4] has

proved that a homogeneous basis is a Fischer-Riesz basis. Thus we have established

most of the following theorem. The remainder of the proof is given in §4.

Theorem 2.9. A well-separated, regular algebra A in which every proper closed
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ideal is contained in a maximal modular ideal is an isomorphic image of a homo-

geneous H* -algebra if and only if A is homogeneous.

We close this section with a characterization of regular algebras in terms of their

structure space. We recall that for a commutative Banach algebra the structure

space is the set of all maximal modular ideals AT. Recall that the hull h(I) of an

ideal I is the set of all maximal modular ideals containing I. The kernel k(S) of a

set S of maximal modular ideals is their intersection, a closed ideal. The set M of

maximal modular ideals is topologized by defining the closure S of a set S of M to

be the hull of the kernel of S.

Theorem 2.10. An algebra A is regular if and only if the structure space M of A is

discrete in the hull-kernel topology.

Proof. Let M denote the structure space of a regular algebra A. Denote by St

the subset of M consisting of all maximal regular ideals other than F¡. Let 7f be

k(Si), the kernel of S¡. Since (e(, gt) is zero for 7 different from i, it follows that Jt

contains the minimal ideal Aet. Thus

Ji = Ae¡+Jir\R¡

where the sum is direct. However, if x is an element of Jt n F(, then x belongs to

the radical and must be zero. Thus /f coincides with the minimal ideal Aet. On the

other hand, since (et, g¡) is zero only for j not equal to i, it follows that h(Jt) must

be,SV

Consequently,

Si = h(Jt) = h(k(St)),

and 5, is closed in the hull-kernel topology. Therefore Fi; the complement of St,

must be open. Since F¡ is maximal, it follows that

Ri = h(Rt) = h(k(Ri))

so that Fj is also closed. The structure space M is discrete.

Suppose, on the other hand, that the structure space of a semisimple, commuta-

tive T7-algebra A is discrete. Using the notation S¡ as above, we see that St is closed

so that

Si = h(k(Sd).

Consequently, there exists a nonzero vector x¡ in k(St) which is not in R¡. It follows

that (X(, gi) is not zero. For each /, define e¡ to be x(/(x(, g(). Then

(2.21) (*tí-l.       <=•/,

= 0,       i*j.

Thus the sequences {e,}, {g¡}, (i'= 1, 2,...), form a biorthogonal system. We note

that (ef — et, gj) is zero for every j which implies that

ef-e = 0,       or       ef = e¡.
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Consequently, the sequence {e,} consists entirely of idempotents. Furthermore,

note that for every x

(etx, gj) = (et, gj)(x, gj).

This equation implies that e¡x is an element of 7?, whenever / differs from/ To the

contrary, e¡x belongs to R¡ only when it is the zero vector. In addition, for any

x in 77,

(x-e¡x, gi) = 0.

Hence A is the direct sum Ri + Ae¡, i.e., every maximal modular ideal Rt is comple-

mented and A is regular.

3. Adjoint algebras. Let 77 be a Hubert space on which there exist two binary

operations / and /*. The standard product of x, y e 77 is the image f(x, y) and is

denoted by xy. The adjoint product is the image /*(x, y) denoted by x-y to dis-

tinguish it from the standard product. Assume further that constants K and K*

exist such that

(3-01) ||jcy|| Ú K\\x\\ \\y\\,        \\x-y\\ S K*\\x\\ \\y\\.

In addition, there exists a bijection tt on 77 with n(x) denoted by x* such that

||x*|| ^¿||x||, ||x|| ^6*||x*|| for all x. The set Z7 is said to form an adjoint algebra A

if it is a Hubert algebra under each of the binary operations and the following

equation is satisfied for all x,y, z e H

(3.02) (xy,z) = (y,x*-z).

We limit our considerations to the case where 77 is a semisimple, commutative

77-algebra under each of the binary operations. We do not repeat these assumptions

in the following paragraphs. We use the adjectives, standard and adjoint, in the

expected way. A standard ideal I of A is a vector subspace which is closed under

standard multiplication by any element in A. An adjoint maximal modular ideal is a

maximal modular ideal under the adjoint product. Given that each of the products

is semisimple, the following rules are valid

(exX + e2y)* = exX* + 'e2y*,

(xy)* = y*-x* = x*-y*

where x, y belong to 77; e1; e2 are complex numbers.

The following lemma is clear.

Lemma 3.1. The orthogonal complement of a standard (adjoint) ideal I of the

adjoint algebra A is an adjoint (standard) ideal J of A.

Lemma 3.2. An adjoint algebra A is regular under each of its two products.

Proof. Let R he a standard maximal modular ideal of A. Then A is the orthog-

onal direct sum R+J where J is a one-dimensional adjoint ideal of A. It follows
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that J is minimal and contains an idempotent generator e* such that J and A ■ e*

coincide. Let e denote ir'1(e*) so that e is a standard idempotent by equation (3.03).

For y e R, x e A,

(ye,x) = (y,xe*) = 0

so that ye is zero for every element y e R. On the other hand, if ye is zero then

(y, xe*) = (ye, x) = 0 for every x which implies that y e R, i.e., R is the annihilator

of e. Finally, x=(x — xe) + xe for every x in A, that is

(3.04) A = R + Ae

is a direct sum decomposition of A. Consequently, the standard maximal modular

ideal R is complemented and A is regular with respect to the standard product. A

similar argument is valid for the adjoint product.

Let {e¡} (i= 1, 2,...) denote the complete set of standard minimal idempotents

of the adjoint algebra A. Then the set {ef} (i'=l, 2,...) where ef=ir(e^), is a

complete set of minimal adjoint idempotents of A. Let {gt}, (i= 1,2,...), be the

set of associated functionals for the set {ef}. Note that

8} = (ef, gù = {e*, etgt) = (gf, <?¡)

which implies that the set {gf} where gf=ir(gi) is the set of associated functions for

the set {ei}. In this section, we use the symbols {e¡}, {gf} and {ef}, {g¡}, (i= 1, 2,...),

to denote the biorthogonal sequences of minimal idempotents and associated

linear functions in the cases of the standard and adjoint operations, respectively,

of the adjoint algebra A.

Lemma 3.3. The standard (adjoint) socle is dense in the adjoint algebra A.

Proof. The closed linear hull [et], (ei e A), is a standard ideal I of A. If the

standard socle is not dense, then the orthogonal complement J of I is a proper

adjoint ideal of A and

(3.05) A = T+7.

Let y e A, x e J, and ef be any minimal adjoint idempotent. Then

(3.06) (y,ef-x) = (ety,x) = 0

so that ef ■ x is zero for every adjoint minimal idempotent which implies that x is in

the adjoint radical. Thus 7 is a nonzero ideal contained in the adjoint radical, a

contradiction. We do not argue the adjoint case since it is essentially the same.

Lemma 3.4. Let A be an adjoint algebra such that it is an involution. Then

(3.07) (x,y) = (y*,x*)

for all x,y e A.
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Proof. First, consider the case where one of the elements is a minimal idempotent

e¡. Then for any x e A

(et,x) = (ef, x) = (e¡,efx)

= (e¡x*, e,*) = (x*, efe,*) = (x*, e¡*)r

Now let

z« = znleH-+znnen

and y he any element of A. Then

(zn, y) = (znlex +■■■ +znnen, y)

= ZnÁ?x, y)+ ■ ■ ■ +Znn(en, y)

= Znx(y*, e*)+ ■ ■ ■ +Znn(y*, ef)

= (y*,Znief+---+znne*)

= (y*, z*).

We see, in particular, for elements zn, that

(3.08) IN]2 = (zn, zn) = (z*, zf) = ||z*|¡2.

Since the socle is dense, the stated result follows via continuity of the mapping tr

and of the inner product.

Lemma 3.5. Let e¡ be a minimal idempotent of the adjoint algebra A. Then

e¡e* = e¡e¡       and       e, = tt^

where e¡ and t7¡ are complex numbers different from zero.

Proof. First, observe that

(e¡, ef) = (e¡e¡, ef) = (ef, ef-ef)

which is zero whenever i differs from j. However, if (e¡, ef) is also zero, then e¡

itself must be zero, an impossibility. It follows that e¡ must be a nonzero multiple

of gu that is

(3.09) e( = wigi.

Furthermore, if ete* is zero, then

0 = (etef, ef) = (ef, ef-ef) = (ef, ef)

so that ef is zero, contradicting its definition as an adjoint minimal idempotent.

Thus

(3.10) eteT = ^

where e¡ is not zero.

We wish to observe that in the case of an 77*-algebra, the minimal idempotent e¡

is selfadjoint and equation (3.10) holds with e¡ equal to one. An adjoint algebra A

is called normal if each e¡ satisfying equation (3.10) is positive.
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Theorem 3.6. Let A be a normal adjoint algebra in which the minimal idempotents

are bounded in norm by B. Then A has a basis {e¡} (i = 1, 2,... ) of minimal idempotents

which is a Fischer-Riesz system.

Proof. It follows from equations (3.09) and (3.10) that

«i = (W, gf) = (etef, gf)

= (ef, gf) = Hg*, gf)

which proves that 7r¡ is real and positive.

The following inequalities are valid in A :

IlB Ú || a|| ú K,

1/Aá || ft* || £K*,

(3.11) IIKZ ||e,|| â B,

I IK* ̂  Kll g B,
l ¡K2 giTiá B2.

Now let x be any element in A and denote (x, gf) by x¡. Since the standard socle

is dense, there exist sequences

zn = xnXex + ■ ■ ■ + xnnen,

(3.12) z* = xnXef +■■■ +xnne*

= ^iXnXgf+---+^nxnng*,

such that x is the limit of zn. It follows from the continuity of the norm and inner

product that

(3.13) lim ||zn|| = ||x||,    and   limxrtí = x¡.

From relations (3.11) and (3.12), we see that

(1/T02(|xnl|2+ • • • +|XM|2)   ^   1Tx\xnX\2 + • • • +7Tn|xnn|2

= (zn,z*)^ ¡Z.II ||z*|| ^6||zn||2.

Given e > 0, there exists an integer TV such that

||zn||2 g (||x||2 + e)2

whenever n > N. Thus, for this case,

(l¡K)2(\xnX\2+ ■ ■ ■ +\xnn\2) ï b(\\x\\+e)\

which implies that, for v = K2b,

(Wa+--- + Wa)át<w+e)a

for every e. Consequently, we have

(\xx\2+--- + \xn\2)ïv\\x\\2,
(3.14)

(|x1|2+---+|xn|2+---) á >j||x||2.
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Equation (3.14) implies that the set {ej of minimal idempotents is a Bessel

system. It follows from the results of Bary, that the system {g*}, biorthogonal to it,

is a Hubert system. Therefore, given any sequence {ct} in l2, the sequence {zn}

given by

(3.15) zn = cxgf+---+cng*

converges to an element x of A. Furthermore, there exists a constant m such that

||x|| ^ m(\Cl\2+---+\cn\2+---).

Note that the sequence {c¡} belongs to l2 if and only if the sequence {c^} belongs to

l2. Consequently, if {c¡} is in l2, then the sequence {zn} where

zn = Cxef -\-1- cnef
(3.16)

=   CxTTxg*+---+CnTTngf

converges to an element x in A. In addition,

||x|| ^ m(\iTxCx\2-\-H"-ncn|2-l-)

á mZ74(|Cl|2+---+|cn|2+---)

Thus, we see that the system {ef} is a Hubert system. However, {ef} is a Bessel

system by the same sort of argument that proved that {e¡} is a Bessel system. It

follows that {ef} and, consequently, {e¡} are Fischer-Riesz systems, as was to be

shown.

We turn to one further variation in the axioms in which the results follow almost

immediately.

Let A be a commutative, semisimple 77-algebra with an involution n where the

image w(x) is denoted by x*. Suppose that /and/* are two inner products on A

with f(x, y) and /*(x, y) denoted by (x, v) and [x, y] respectively. In addition,

assume there exist positive constants B and B* such that

(3.17) \(x,y)\2úB2[x,x][y,y],   and    \[x,y]\2 fk (B*)2(x,x)(y,y).

The algebra A is called a dual adjoint algebra if the involution and the inner products

satisfy the relations

(3.18) (xv, z) = [x, zy*] = [y, x*z].

Theorem 3.7. FAe dual adjoint algebra A has a basis {et}, (7=1,2,...), of

minimal idempotents. Furthermore, the basis {ej is a Fischer-Riesz system if and

only if the minimal idempotents are uniformly bounded.

Proof. We define a new inner product on A under which it becomes an Z7 *-algebra.

For x, y e A, let

(3.19) {x,y} = (x,y) + [x,y].
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Denote the norm of x in this new inner product by |||x|||. It is easy to see that

\{x,y}\S(l+B*)\\x\\\\y\\,   and

IC*,*)!* H Ibll á «Wll ¡bill
where   ||x||2   denotes   (x, x).   Furthermore,   if   ||xv|| ^A"||x|| \\y\\,   then   \\\xy\\\

úK'\\\x\\\ \\\y\\\ where À" denotes K(l+B*)lls. Finally,

{xy, z} = {y, x*z} = {x, zy*}

so that A is a semisimple, commutative T7*-algebra in this new norm. We denote

the "two" normed algebras by A(   ,   ) and A{   ,   } respectively.

The fundamental theorem on T7*-algebras asserts that A{ , } has an ortho-

normal basis {et}, (i=l, 2,...), of minimal selfadjoint idempotents. The identity

mapping of A{ , } onto A( , ) is a continuous automorphism. It follows that

the set {et} is a basis of minimal idempotents in the algebra A( , ), the original

dual adjoint algebra. It is easy to see that {e¡} is a Fischer-Riesz basis in each algebra

if and only if the minimal idempotents are uniformly bounded.

4. Examples. The following examples were suggested by the results of N.

Bary [3] in which the most natural generalization of orthonormal base is developed.

Her more important results for biorthogonal systems {e¡}, {g(}, (i=l, 2,...), in

the separable Hubert space H are in terms of three basic concepts. The complete

system {et} is said to be a Bessel system if given any xe H, the coefficients {(x, g¡)}

belong to l2. The complete system {gj is said to be a Hilbert system if given any

sequence {cj in l2 there exists a unique x e TT such that {cj coincides with the

sequence {(x, et)}. A complete system {e¡} is said to be a Fischer-Riesz system if it is

both a Bessel and a Hilbert system. The fundamental results of Bary's are: A

system {e¡} is a Fischer-Riesz system if and only if it is the image of every ortho-

normal basis {«(} of TT under some continuous automorphism, not necessarily

isometric, of TT. A system {e¡} is a Bessel system if and only if every orthonormal

basis {w¡} is the image of {et} under some continuous endomorphism of T7. A system

{ej is a Hilbert system if and only if it is the image of every unitary basis {w¡}

under some continuous endomorphism of T7.

The results have the following additional interpretations. Let {et}, {gf} form a

biorthogonal system. Let x be in H and consider the following two inequalities :

(4.01) m(\(x,gx)\2+ ■■■+ \(x,gn)\2+ ■ ■ ■) Ik ||x||2.

(4.02) ||x||2 S M(\(x,gx)\2 + • ■ • +|(x,gn)|2+ • • •).

A Fischer-Riesz system {et} is a basis such that constants m and M exist for which

both inequalities (4.01) and (4.02) are valid whenever x belongs to TT. Although a

complete Hilbert system {e,} need not be a basis, there exists a constant AT such

that inequality (4.02) is valid for every x in TT. Furthermore, a complete Bessel

system {e¿} need not be a basis, but there exists a constant m such that inequality

(4.01) is valid for every x in TT.

We need the following Lemmas before considering our examples.
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Lemma 4.1. Let the Hubert space H be the direct sum I+J of the nonorthogonal,

closed subspaces I and J. Let P be the projection of H on I along J. Then if ue I,

veJ

(4.03) \(u, v)\ g k\\u\\ H|,   and   0 < k < 1.

Proof. Let u and v be elements of 7 and J, respectively, each being of unit norm.

Since u and v are linearly independent, \(u, v)\ < ||w|| ||t>|| = 1.

If r is the vector [u—(u, v)v]/[l — \(u, v)\2], then it is easy to see that

l|pII2 ̂  H2 = i/[i-|(n, v)\2] ̂  i.

From which it follows that

\(u,v)\2 ^ {||F||2-1}/||F||2 < k2 < 1.

For general u and v, we have the desired result :

\(u, v)\ ̂  A:||t<|| H|.

Whenever F is a continuous automorphism of a Hubert space 77 onto itself, T

has a continuous inverse T'1 such that 1 ;£ ||F|| ||r_1||.

Lemma 4.2. Let T be a continuous automorphism of a Hilbert space 77 onto itself.

Then, if\\T\\ \\T_11| is one, T is essentially unitary, i.e., there exists a positive number

r and a unitary transformation U such that

T = rU.

Proof. Suppose there exist vectors xu x2 in 77 such that

Il*iII = ||x21| = 1.       17*!|| < ||Fx2||.
Then

l/dir-1!) í HFXill < ||Fx2|| è \\T\\
so that

1 < ¡|F1 \\T-%
a contradiction. Thus

||7JC!|| = ||Fx2|| = r2 > 0

whenever xx and x2 are of norm one. It follows that

((T/r)x, (Tlr)x) = (x, x)

for every x, i.e., (T/r) is an isometry and, consequently, must be unitary.

Let {ej, {g¡} be a biorthogonal system where both {e¡} and {gt} are Fischer-Riesz

systems. Let {w¡} be an orthonormal basis of 77 and T be the continuous auto-

morphism of Z7 such that

(4.04) et = Tuh   and    l/fll*-1!) è M g ||F|.

The continuous automorphism T' = (T*) ~x has the property that

(4.05) Ä = T'Ui,   and    1/||F*|| ^ ||g,|| ^ ||F'||.
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Remark 4.3. Now let R u S be any partition of the integers Z into disjoint

subsets and

I' = [Ui],   (ieR);      J' = [ut],   (ieS);

T= [etl   (ieR);        J= [e¿   (ieS).

Then TT is the orthogonal direct sum I'+J' of the subspaces F and J'. It follows

from the fact that F is a continuous automorphism that TT is also the direct sum

/+/.

Lemma 4.4. The subspaces I and J are well separated, i.e., there exists a constant

k with 0<k<l such that ifuel, veJ then \(u, v)\^k\\u\\ \\v\\ for any choice of the

partitioning sets R and S.

Proof. Let F and F' denote the orthogonal projections on the subspaces /' and

J' respectively. The projections on I and J are given by

E = T^T'1   and   E' = Ttf^T'1

from which it follows that each of them is bounded by the constant ||F|| ||F_1||. It

follows from Lemma 4.1 that if k is any constant such that

((||F|||F-1|)2-1)/(|F||||F-1||)2<Â:2< 1

then u e I, v e J implies |(m, v)\ úk\\u\\ \\v\\.

Example 4.5. Let {e¡} be a Fischer-Riesz basis for the separable Hilbert space

H. If

x = xxex+- ■ ■ +xnen+ ■■■,       y = yxex+ ■ ■ ■ +ynen+ ■ ■ ■

are any two elements in TT, let the product xy be defined by

(4.06) xy = xxyxex +■■■+ xnynen +■■■.

Then it follows from inequalities (4.01) and (4.02) that

\\xy\\ Ú M(\xxyx\2 + ■ • • + \xnyn\2+ • ■ •)

Ú M(\xx\2+ ■ ■ - + \xn\2+ ■ ■ -)(\yx\2+ ■ ■ ■ + \yn\2+ ■ ■ )

= (M/m2)[m(|x1|2+ • • • + |x„|2+ • • •)] [m(|x1|2+ • ■ • + |xn|2+ • ■ •)]

^ (Mlm2) \\x\\2 \\y\\2.

Consequently, we see that TT becomes a Hilbert algebra A with this definition of

product. Denote by F; the set of all linear combinations

x = xxex+-hxnen+ • • •

where the coefficient x, is zero. Clearly, R, is a maximal modular ideal. The algebra

A is semisimple since the intersection of all the maximal modular ideals in the set

{Rt}, (i'=l,2,...), is the zero ideal. The basis {ej is clearly a maximal set of

minimal idempotents. Suppose that R is any maximal modular ideal of A. Since R

is closed, there exists an e¡ which is not contained in R. From this, it follows that R

must be contained in Fy and, consequently, must coincide with R¡. The minimal

ideal Ae¡ is complementary to R. Thus A is a regular algebra. The sequence {gj
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biorthogonal to {ej is the set of multiplicative elements associated with the set

{Z?(} of maximal modular ideals. Given that A is the direct sum I+J of two proper

closed ideals, then 7 coincides with [et], (e¡ e I), and J coincides with [e¡], (e¡ g /).

It follows from Lemma 4.4 that A is well separated. Inequalities (4.01) and (4.02)

imply that A is homogeneous. Thus we see that A is an example of a homogeneous,

semisimple, commutative well-separated regular algebra in which every proper

closed ideal is contained in a maximal regular ideal.

Furthermore, the mapping F"1 of equation (4.04) is an isomorphism of A onto

an 77*-algebra 77 generated by taking the orthonormal basis {«¡} as the selfadjoint

minimal idempotents of 77. Consequently, every 77-algebra A with a set {e¡} of

minimal idempotents which form a Fischer-Riesz basis for the space A is isomorphic

to an 77*-algebra. This result shows in particular that a homogeneous, well-

separated, regular algebra A in which every proper closed ideal is contained in a

maximal regular ideal is isomorphic to an 77*-algebra. When the isomorphism is

also isometric, it is easy to see as well that the original algebra is actually an

77*-algebra and the isomorphism is a *-isomorphism.

We note that the definition of the multiplication can be framed somewhat

differently. If x,yeA, then the product xy can be defined to be that unique

element z in A such that

(4.07) (z,gi) = (x,gi)(y,gi).

A second product x-y can be defined to be that unique element z' in A such that

(4.08) (z', ed = (x, et)(y, ef).

This last definition is equivalent to defining x-v for

x = Xxgx+---+xngn+---,

y - yigi+ • • • +y»gn+ • • •

to be given by

x-y = x1y1g1+- ■ ■ +xnyngn+ ■■-.

A sequence {x„} is admissible for the Fischer-Riesz basis {e,} if and only if it is

admissible for the system {g(}. Consequently, the mapping tr defined by

(4.09) ir(x1e1+ • ■ ■ +xne„+ ■ • ■) = *i£i + • • • +xngn+ ■ ■ ■

is a bijection on A. Note that -n is usually not an involution; however, if we denote

7r(x) by x*, then

(4.10) (xy,z) = (x,z-y*) = (y,x*-z)

so that A is an example of an adjoint algebra.

We briefly consider an algebra A which is a continuous automorphic image of

an 77*-algebra 77 whose minimal idempotents {s¡) are uniformly bounded by B.

If T is the given automorphism, then T maps the set of all minimal selfadjoint
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idempotents {st} of 77 onto the set of all minimal idempotents {ej of A. It is easy to

see that {e¡} is a Fischer-Riesz system so that all of the results on algebras with a

Fischer-Riesz basis of minimal idempotents apply to A. It should be clear now that

if A is an algebra with a Fischer-Riesz basis of minimal idempotents, then A is a

continuous isomorphic image of any 77*-algebra 77 whose minimal idempotents

are uniformly bounded. This statement finishes the proof of Theorem 2.9 and

completes our discussion of this particular kind of algebra.

We end with a counterexample :

Example 4.6. Let A be an 77*-algebra whose maximal set of selfadjoint

minimal idempotents {jt} has the property that \\sk\\ is equal to k. It is easy to

see that A is a well-separated, regular algebra in which every proper closed ideal

is contained in a maximal regular ideal. Nevertheless, it is clear that there exists

no continuous automorphism carrying a unitary basis {«¡} onto the set of minimal

idempotents {st}. Consequently, the set {s¡} is not a Fischer-Riesz basis and A is not

homogeneous.
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